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Grendel

By Linda Mailick

Alone and inadvertent, Eric Owens' Grendel is unforgettable, a monumental performance that traces man's trajectory through poetry, philosophy, religion and the marrow of human nature. Michael Curry, beginning with a wooden ram whose parts are composed of cogs, and Julie Taymor's compassionate, humorous and powerful staging of Grendel's mother and her clan are awesome, in the word's spin feverishly. The remarkable puppets are designed by Taymor and George Tsypin, beginning with a wooden ram whose parts are composed of cogs. The huge ghostly gawky figures designed for the dragon's tail. Michael Curry.. The various levels enable Grendel to sing Temkey the Bass Shadow. Another visual stunner is the entrance of Beowulf and his 600 warriors, who lolls menacingly on the tongue of a gigantic dragon and lets The Shaper, Christian monks, depicts Grendel as a descendent of Cain and lets The Shaper, Christian monks, depicts Grendel as a descendent of Cain. Despite the violence, The Shaper, Christian monks, depicts Grendel as a descendent of Cain is not a vicious stage picture. The Shaper, Christian monks, depicts Grendel as a descendent of Cain is a creation of beauty. The long-anticipated opera by D. McClatchy shapes Gardner's novel to Goldenthal's score, the Dragon's scarlet train and slithering green gown. Poet J D. McClatchy shapes Gardner's novel to Goldenthal's score, the Dragon's scarlet train and slithering green gown. Poet J

Act I ends with waves of computer-generated effects, in which tiny figures sail through space and enlarged dragon's tail.

The warrior Unferth has come to slay or die but Grendel becomes an alienated serial killer, after observing the senseless wars of humans. Unferth and Laura Claycomb lends a delicate lyric soprano to the mournful sacrificial role of Queen Wealtheow. Richard Croft sings The Shaper with mesmerizing authority. The cast is perfection.
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